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INTRODUCTION

A recent paper by Martin and Alarcon[l] presented an algorithm
for re-ordering the nodes of a tree structure to effect a more
efficient solution of the linear algebraic equations which arise in
applications such as piping analysis. The algorithm was claimed
to be “optimal”, although criteria for assessing optimality were
not given. The purposes of this note are to discuss several
concepts of optimal ordering (both in general and, in particular,
for trees) and to relate the Martin-Alarcon algorithm to some
other algorithms which preceded it.
OPIWAL

ORDERINGS AND THE hlARTlN-ALARCON ALGORITHM

Since the nodes of a network are re-ordered prior to solving a
set of algebraic equations by Gaussian elimination or by performing a triangular factorization, an ordering is considered
optimal if it minimizes either computer storage or solution time
(or some combination of these two quantities) for a particular
implementation of a solution algorithm.
From a storage point of view, the optimal ordering could be
that which minimizes fill[2]. (If the symmetric matrix A is to be
factored, the “fill” is defined as the number of nonzero matrix
elements in either factor of A in positions in which A has zero
elements.) However, it does little good to minimize fill unless the
factorization routine to be used can exploit such a sequence by
operating only on nonzeros in the matrix. Thus, as a practical
matter, the optimal ordering is that which minimizes storage or
solution time for the particular factorization routine being used.
Most application programs involving the solution of large
sparse systems of equations are based, not on minimum storage
requirements (the number of anticipated nonzeros in the factors
of a matrix), but on either diagonal band storage or profile or
wavefront storage. In diagonal band storage, ah elements on the
matrix diagonal and in as many bands as are needed parallel to
that diagonal are stored. In profile/wavefront storage, one stores,
for each row, ah elements from the first nonzero to the diagonal,
or the corresponding elements in the transpose of the matrix.
Thus, depending on the factorization routine used, one may want
to order the nodes of a network to minimize fill, bandwidth,
average bandwidth (or profile), maximum wavefront, or rootmean-square wavefront[3,4].
A tree network, the type of network considered by Martin and
Alarcon[l], is particularly nice since a sequence resulting in zero
fill can be obtained merely by sequencing the nodes such that, at
each step of the elimination process, a “leaf” of the tree is
chosen next[2,3].
Martin and Alarcon do not state their criteria for optimality but
it is evidently not minimum fill, since the only parameters they
mention are maximum semi-bandwidth and average semi-bandwidth. However, their algorithm is not optimal under these
criteria either, because the Martin-Alarcon algorithm orders the
nodes using a scheme closely related to the (forward) CuthillMcKee scheme[S], which is known to be not optimal (in any
common sense) for trees[3]. Both the reverse Cuthill-McKee
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ordering and similarly the reverse Martin-Alarcon ordering result
in the optimal zero fill for trees[3] but not optimal bandwidth or
ptotlle in general.
There are two main differences between the Martin-A&on
(MA) aleorithm and the forward Cuthill-McKee (CM) scheme.
First, Mr\ always uses the first node of the first branch as the new
starting node. CM selects instead as potential starting nodes
those nodes of low connectivity which can root a graph of
minimal width. The practical effect of this difference is that CM
selects the best sequence from several considered.
Given a starting node, both MA and CM order nodes by levels,
where the first level is the single starting node. Each subsequent
level consists of all unnumbered nodes adjacent to the nodes of
the previous level. The second difference then between MA and
CM is that CM. unlike MA. sequences nodes within a aiven level
by choosing first those nodes adjacent to lower numbered nodes
of the previous level in order of increasing connectivity. The
practical effect of this difference is to reduce the likelihood of the
lowest numbered node of one level being adjacent to the highest
numbered node of the next level. (Precisely this situation occurs
in Martin and Alarcon’s sample network[l] with new nodes 20
and 27. The interchange, for example, of 27 and 26 in that
network would reduce the nodal semi-bandwidth for the network
from 8 to 7.)
Because the MA sequence is so closely related to the CM
sequence, the average bandwidth (or profile) obtained could
probably be reduced by reversing the ordering (i.e. using the
sequence N, N - 1,. . , 1 rather than 1,2,. . . , N). It was observed by George[6] and proved by Liu and Sherman[7] for the CM
sequence that such a reversal, which preserves matrix bandwidth, often reduces the profile and can never increase it.
The average bandwidth, as used here [3,4] and by most other
writers, has a non-standard definition in Martin and Alarcon’s
work[l]. Their definition, which must be deduced from their
Fortran listing, is that the average bandwidth is the average of
the maximum differences, in absolute oalue, of all connected
node pair labels. Thus, the larger of the “left bandwidth” and
“right bandwidth” is used for each matrix row. The more conventional definition considers, for each matrix row, only the
number of matrix columns from the first nonzero in the row to
the diagonal, inclusive. This latter definition, unlike the former,
has practical value since the sum of all the “row semi-bandwidths” (the matrix profile) is a measure of the storage requirements for a profile (or variable band) factorization algorithm.
EXAMPLE
A concrete example can be used to demonstrate that the
Martin-Alarcon (MA) algorithm[l] is not optimal using either
maximum or average matrix semi-bandwidth as the criterion. We
consider Martin and Alarcon’s example[l], a tree network (Fig. 2
in their reference) having 32 nodes and nine branches. We
resequenced this network using both the reverse Cuthill-McKee
(RCM)ISl and the Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer (GPS)IIl algorithms: RCM and GPS are general purpose resequencing algorithms known to be both effective and fast[4,9]. The specific
implementations of RCM and GPS used for this test were those
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Table 1. Comparison of Martin-Alarcon (MA) algorithm with reverse Martin-Alarcon (RMA), reverse CuthillMcKee (RCM), and Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer (GPS) algorithms for tree network of Fig. 2 in Ref. [l]
Maximum
Nodal
semiBandwidth

Original

Ordering

Average
Nodal
semiBandwidth

26

4.97

After

MA 111

8

3.84

After

RMA

8

3.09

After

RCH 151

7

2.64

After

GPS

5

2.75

[El

appearing in the BANDIT computer program (version 9)[10-121,
a widely-used re-ordering preprocessor to the NASTRAN stmctural analysis computer program. For RCM, which selects a new
sequence from several considered, the resequencing was performed twice, once using bandwidth as the reduction criterion
and once using profile (average bandwidth). (For this network,
RCM selected the same new sequence both times.) The results of
the test are shown in Table 1, where we have used the
conventional definition[3,4], rather than Martin and Alarcon’s
definition, for average semi-bandwidth. We also show in the
table the further reduction in average semi-bandwidth which can
be achieved for this network by reversing the MA sequence. For
this network, GPS clearly obtains the best sequence, i.e. the
smallest values of bandwidth and average bandwidth.
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